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PUZZLES

Across
1 Moved quickly after Benedictine priest was unspecified choice (6)   
5 Ridiculous ending letters in appeal (5)
8 Burdens of the poultry farmer we hear on the breakfast plate? (5)
9 Rare earth metal discovered through my return, inside a rut it
turned out (7)
10 Form of winter transport with reapplication of glue (4)
11 Letter receiver in N.T. at indifferent following of festivity (8)
13 & 25 Across: St Olaf seen anew with coin scale (5,3-2) 
14 See 17 Down
19 Came over in taxi with note for an O.T. book writer (8)
21 Son of Jacob ancestor of casual trouser manufacturer? (4) 
23 Sport involving the crossing of marsh resin (7) 
24 Office of Catholic in golf set-up (5)
25 See 13 Across
26 Church officer working from Office (6)

Down
2 None of us for example leaving or about to play quickly (7)
3 We drop from Olympic event for record (4)
4 Date in calendar to call to Our Lady when in distress? (6)
5 Village dweller Reginald briefly returns with vestment for assisting
at Mass (8)
6 Fresh bail given to me for claim to innocence (5)
7 Between you and me chaps they are Middle Eastern (6)
8 In making key a lecturer may teach here (4)

12 My being in vehicle so a new composer may emerge (8)
15 With love I join the rousing cry at farewell (7)
16 Friends of American soldier returning to bosom of prophet (6)
17 & 14 Acr: Belongs to chap writing thing with Anglican for papal
funds (6,5) 
18 Like Solomon started 7, 8, 9, soundly (4)
20 Transport for 18 men to Bethlehem (5)
22 Sound of wood in river heading for the underworld (4)

SUDOKU | Challenging

50 years ago

Please send your answers to:
Crossword Competition 19 January
The Tablet, 1 King Street Cloisters, Clifton Walk, London W6 0GY.
Please include your full name, telephone number and email address,
and a mailing address. Three books – on Augustine, Christianity and
Thomas Aquinas – from the OUP’s Very Short Introduction series
will go to the sender of the first correct entry drawn at random on
Friday 1 February.
l The answers to this week’s puzzles and the crossword winner’s
name will appear in the 9 February issue.

FROM THE ARCHIVE

Dom David Morland, a monk
at Ampleforth, suggests to

us that there are many Catholics
today, both among the clergy
and the laity, who find it difficult
to keep up to date with modern
theological terminology. The
multiplicity of neologisms, the
baffling combinations of
obscure terms, and the sheer
rapidity of the linguistic “turn-
over” all contribute to a general
feeling of hazy incomprehension
and, perhaps, the nagging
suspicion that very little is, after
all, being said.

Erdington Monks
Repatriated – On 20

November 1918 an order was
received from the Home Office
that 27 members of the
community, of various enemy
nationalities, would have to
leave the country within 21 days.
Difficulties concerning shipping
delayed the departure … and
later permission was granted
not to leave before Christmas. 
The brethren reached New

Street Station by brake, motor-
bus, etc., and shortly after eight
the special through carriage,
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arranged for with the Midland
Company, came up to the
platform. Of the Erdington
parishioners many had
expressed in no ambiguous
terms their sympathy with the
fathers, clerics and brothers,
providing generously for the
comfort of the travellers;
several of them were also
present at the station … The
same evening the following
telegram was received: “Hull
Quay, 11 January. All safe
aboard ‘Archangel’. Very kindly,
leniently treated.” 

Fortunately, he has devised a
new theological “ready reckoner”
which should overcome these
difficulties. It is both simple and
comprehensive and consists of
three tables of key theological
terms, two of adjectives and
one of nouns, each numbered
from 0 to 9. Whenever one is in
need of a theological phrase
with a contemporary ring to it
… one merely has to think of
any number from 0 to 999 and
see what expression
corresponds to this number on
the table of terms.
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